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ABSTRACT

The school board's negotiatihg-tea is all-important
in the collective bargaining process, especially in light of the'
:unity and organization of teacher association teams.. Upper echelon
administrative personnel, not the board members themselves, should
compose the board's negotiating team. A board inexperienced in
collective bargaining can hire a professional consultant/negotiator.
Middle management administrators, such as principals, should not be
on the negotiating team, though they should be consulted on aregular
basis during negotiations. The same holds true for the
superintendent. Even though its members are-not directly involved in
the process, the board can maintain control over negotiations by
formulating a list of administrative demands, establishing
priorities, carefUlly defining its team's authority and limitatiohs,
,andsetting limits on length of negotiating sessions. The
negotiations process consists -of three-phases: planning (including
measuring teacher demandp in teriS of cost, value to the educational
process, administrative feagibility, and legality), probing'
(ascertaining the position of the teachers' tean),, and persuasion'
(reaching tentative agreements that vill eventually be formalized in
the co trac ) .
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When a school board enters into collective bargaining welh its teadhers,

one of the most important decisions it will make concerns the selection of its
negotiation team.
".

The selection of team members is of paramount importance for

two main reasons: (1)

the entire school system is

agreement re /el hed by the two parties; and (2/

influenced by the nature of the

the teachers will choose their most

effective and articulate members to represent them at the bargining table.
Fot these reasons, the board should organize a team that is best prepared
.to represent the board's point of view to the organized .employees.

Teacher Advantages

With the advent of collective bargaining inpublic education and its
rapid growth, the teachers, enjoy certain advantages over the board and its administrators,:
.

1.

PractiCallyeyery public school systey in America had an organized

teacher group long before:collective bargaining came upon the scene.

In private

industry it took a century for employees to organize themselves and achieve their
present level of sophistication.

This will not betrue among the teachers.

already have an organized base to build upon,.

They

School boards have to prepaie quickly_

for what lies ahead.
2.

^

organizations,

Teachers are being advised and guided by powerful state and national
Great sums of money are beAipg expended by these organizations to

CD.
Tm
m

make collective bargaining successful for the teachers.

QD

do. not have access to these rich coffers.

-.

Board members and adminillittators

School board associations and adminAstrator

CD
_

..'.

associations must organize themselves more effectively.
.
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Teachers are highly motivated in their collectrive bargaining.

Every demand that is brought by the teachers to the bargaining, table Is of direct
They will join lords to walk

and personal advantage and profit tolthe teachers.

the pickeieline. They will close ranks to protect their members. Such unity can j
bring great pressure to bear upon the board.
Boards Should Not Negotiate for Themselves

The primary reason tha-t:the school board should not dri its

own

bargaining is that to do so removes the administration from a crucial involvement

with the staff.

In order to do is job effectively; the administrative staff

should be directly. confronted by the teachers across the 'bargaining table.

Such

h the suggestions
a process brings the administrative staff in direct contact
and problems of the teachers. After all, it is the administrative staff which must

enforce and live with ttie final contract.
There is. another slant, also. Teachers negotiating directly with the
board might be construed to be a form of "bypassing" administration, generally
an unsound policy.

A

Another reason that the board should not do its own-negotiating is that
the board is the final. deci ion-makiag body of the community, but the teachers'

negotiating team is not the fi alAeasion.-making body of the teachers.-- This puts
I

the board at a disadvantage: Al sough the board is expected. to abide by its ;
commitments made at negotiating sess ons,.the .teachers' team can always withhold
commitments pending approval of some otter t.body.

;.

BOdrd Members Should Nob Serve on the Team

In very small School systems, ig may be necessary to us

ard member

on the bargain/fig team; however, as a general rile, this should, not be done.

3.

VItage 3
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t

School board members are busy people.

If negotiations are entered: into- P

seriously, board members will not have sufficient time to do an effective job.

On the average, about twenty sessions are required to reach an agreemdnt.
Attending negotiating sessions is generally not a problem for the teachers.

Asa matter of fact, one tactic emp

They will be 'available any time.

is to wear the opposition down through meetings.

yed by unions

So wtioever negotiates for

board must be available at all times.
Also more and more :teacher association negotiators are becoming
Between local executive secretaries, Uni-Se ry negotiators,

sophisticated spokesmen.

and state and national consultants, a wealth of; experience is being developed to
help the teachers.

As part-time, unpaid volunteers of limited term, board members

cannot beexpected,to be effective negotiators.

Certainly in industry, the board

of directors would not be expected to sit across the table with the union.

Such

jobs are left to professionals in -Ogle company.

Selecting the Board's Team

It is impossible to devi4 one board negotiating team which will work
There are too many'varjations_among school systeMis

in all school districts.

-

Regardless of_th,comminity, however, several points should be considered'

to do so.

in making-up A team tolrepreSent the board:
1.

In seeking outside

OutsieecOnsultanti",should be used when needed.
-...

\

',,-,

consultant_help-boards should be sure to

-,4,,,t

the right consultant far the right job.
,_-_-_:_-____

.

.

__

If a school system has no e'herienced negotiators and is negotiatiftL49x_the
first
__---_,:_-___,

,

time, serious considenshould be-given to hiring a professions' negotist9r--at least until the school system feels ready to do the job itself.

4
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Some school districts May hesitate to employ a professional negotiator
because there is doubt that such a persOn would,be familiar enough with the local
-system to represent it adequately or because professional negotiators are expensive.
As far as the first reservation is concerned-, the negotiator's lack of

faMiliarity with the local school system can be easily corrected by detailed
briefing sessions with the school administration and the board.

As far as the cost of a negotiator is concerned, it is true that they
are expensive, but when one cc.nsiders the great experience they bring to a school

district and the great amount of time they put into preparation and follow-up,
the expense is understandable.

Also, a small investment in an experienced

negotiator can save.a school system thousands of dollars in one year by avoiding
costly mistakes.

A

'

Part of"thenegotiations service of the Washington State School Directors'

Association is assisting local school districts in the location of competent
profeSlional negotiators.

Sharing the services' of such a person with other

school districts can also be arranged through contract with the association..

\_

There should be only cae_spokesman for the team.

More than one

it.

'-.

spokesman creates.the-foll wing problems:
.

Conflicts arise between

a.

ari
b.

speakers.

Misinterpretations

regarding positions taken.

: oo

much cross-discussion may arise between the two parties,

making agreement almost impossible.
maw c.

The tedm might have its position revealed unintentionally or

at an inappropriate time.
d.

Several,spokesmen can reveal or create disunity in to team.

If the single spokesman needs tb involve other team members, this

w
generally should
be done in caucus.
16
/

5
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The boards spokesman should have a clearly defined scope of

-3.

and should know how far to go on any issue.

makes a

When the chief negotiator

entative commitment, the teachers should be able=to trust what they have

been told.

Anything less will undermine the negotiating prOcess and weaken

the 'hoard's position.
4.

Miale management administrators should not be on the team.

This

includes building principals, assistant principals, supervisors, guidance directors,
department heads, etc.

Not only might they, have their van negotiating unit, but

these administrators are too close, to the teachers on a daily working basis.

Should they serve on the team they might damage their effective relationShip with
their teachers.

Also, these administrators do not have systemwide responsibilities.

Team members for the board should have broad administrative responsibilities.
5.

Even though - middle management administrators should not serve on

the team; they should be consulted by the team on a regular basis during negotiations.
This is particularly true of building principals.

The majority of the contents of

any agreement have a direct or indirect bearing on tile principal's role.

consultation should not be limited to building principals, however.

Such

Any administrator

with specialized knowledge and responsibilities should be consulted prior to reaching
an

Agreement pertinent to that person's field.
41'

6.

five members.

There should be at least three 'Members on the team and no more than

Leis than three it;inadequate for an effective team.

More than five

is cumbersome.
7.

position.

One team member should serve as secretary.

This is an important

This person is responsible for keeping an accurate summary, of tentative

agreements and of significant discussions.
should not be

used.

Verbatim notes and tape recorders

Such records interfere with

free flow of discussion.

e
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of

board's negotiating team s

necessary support.

uld
.

need

me to prepare for, plarticipa e in, and follow up on negotiations.

They will need clerical, secretarial, and administ

tive support.

they shodid be given almost any help they reque

To do less will needlessly

As a matter of fact,

weaken-the board's position.
9.

School' attorneys should not

y are trained

and experienced negotiators - Otherwise, they should provide o
the board and its team and should review for

legality

legal advice to

final language of the

agreement.

The

erintendent Should Not Ne ot

The icerintendent should certainly avoid_being the spokesman for the
board's negotiatft'team and, in most instances, should not be a member'of the,team.
This recolpendation is controversial, among teachers, administrators, superintendents
and board members.

superintendent can
This position

However, experience has shown that the school district
ore effective by

delegating negotiations to someone else.

is taken for several reasons:,.

1.

The superintendent does tlot'have the time to be directly

involved in negotiatiohs.
2.

The-superintendent's status can be damaged by bargaining difectly

with teachers.
3.

'Dy being directly involved in bargaining the superintendent can

alienate the instructional staff, thus undermining his or
leadership role.

hero
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The proper, role of-the superintendent is to advise the team and the board

during negotiations and implement the agreement.

It may also be-necessary for the

superintendent to serve as a "healing" influence should disp'utes divide the district.

Who 'Should Negotiate?

If superintendents, school board members, school attorneys, and middle- )
management 'administrators shoUld not be on the negotiating team, then who should be?

In school systems where there is a-large central staff, the negotiating team should
be made up of from three to five persons holding any,of the.following
assistant superintendent for gageral administration, personnel director, curriculum
director, business manager, or some other administrator or supervisor with district-

-,

wide responsibilities.

In many cases seribua consideration should be given to hiring a professional
negotiator as the chief spokesman.
obtain professional consultation.

In other,instances.boards will want to at le.ist

As mentioned earlier, detailed information regarding

such consultation is available-from the school directors' association.

Small Districts Have Special Problems
.

In many school districts there is a very limited central

alminist0 ration.

?4
The superintendent in suci districts may have only one.assistant, and it may therefore
be necessary to use a board member and/or the board attorney to make pp A team:
serious consideration should be given to hiring a professional negotiator.

Again,,

The

expense of employing such a person can be kept minimal by se eral districts joining
together and contracting with the school directors' associati
negotiator.

.for the services

of a

Such an arrangement might well bring a group of school boards, together

in needed unity.

heparin
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Maintaining Control

Exien though members of the board are not involved in the actual bargaining,

and indirect control

there are several ways that the board can maintain direct
over negotiations:

Before the board lets its team go into action, there should be

1.

an understanding of the limitations under which the team must operate.
These limitations will vary from district to district.

Regardless of

these variations, however, the board sh /uld carefully outline in
writing its paraMeters.
2.

,

A sdcond way that the board can maintain indir et control over

negotiations is to establish a,priority of items, submitted by the

teachers and items submitted by the board. In this way' the negotiating
#
team knows in advance which subjects are most important to the board.
.

'3.

Another way that the board can maintain control ov

negotiations

is to prepare its own list of dem fads which it wiyl exchange for the

demands of the teachers.' As a general rule, nothing should be given
away without getting something in return which will improve the school
system.

in many instants, unknowing but well-intentioned boards have

given away the store before they knew

what happened.

This does not suggest that iii the teachers submit 67 items that
the board should submit 67 ite

n return.

But by being ready with

counterproposals, the board a(ay have an /opportunity in the bargaining

process to obtain an impro
4.

ment that otherwise would be unobtainable.

Negotiations can also be controlled indirectly by the board through

the establishment of certain deadlines.
negotiations.

For example:

Such. deadlines help'expedite

4
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a.

AJimit on!the length of negotiating sessions.

b. -A deadline for the submissnn of teaoher. demands.

sc. A deadline for the reaching of an agreemen't.
"d.

A deadline far having a meeting when either party).
requests a meeting.

Keeping the Board Informed

Keeping the board informed should not present a serious problem if a
system is worked out' in advance.

The goal is to relieve the board and the superintendent
-

.

of the burdensome part of collective bargaining but still reserve all-necessary ,control.

In brief, it works;fike this:
1.

The board meets with

//:
negotiating team and the

perintendent 'to:

discuss ground rules; discuss priorities; deve4op a list of deman' ds,
from the board; evaluate the demands of the teachers; 4phidefine the

parameter limits of the team.
2.

Prom there on out, the negotiation team meets. with, 'the 'teachexs1
7-

representatives and carries on.bargaining, reporting.to the up'erintendep,t
before and after every'session. When..the negotiaang.teatie,reaches a
,

point 'where it needs directicin it s tops ,nego tiat ions on that poin
.

and-consults with the superintendent and the board.
.

3.

.

The above process ontinues ,until the team comes to a tentative

agreement which they can , econinend to, the superintendent and the board:
4.

The superintendent rec

ends the agreement to the board at e
a

public meeting:
..

Although( the board should be; readyh to ratify the

agreement, there is still this one last chanteSde the board to
ex

rcise its final authority.'

8
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B.

Planning, Probing and, Persuasion

0

The negotiations process dAn-be divided into three phases:Planning_

planning is, tie firs

importance.

of these phases, not -only in time but ,perhapS, itt

The need for thorough and advance preparation requires special emphasis:

When should one commence preparation?

The bromide is, stilP,worth repeating:
.-

,..

agreementis signed -is' tne- time poi start pi-Sparing for tie next 'contract
"The day the agreement
,

negotiation:"

This means' such aCtivities as keeping a recorck of ebntract clauses:
.

.

which are not wbrking 'out satisfactorily .and oT grievances indicating, need for
improvement.- 4

state' and national bargaining developments should be studied. ". AO

.

,

7

,effective two-way communications system should be developed with the, bargaining vat'
members.

As a totaS result, it mdy be possible to 'know well. in advance, what demands
0

And problents are likely ,to rise at the bargaining. table:, toards may even be able to
.,.
4.

.

,

.

influence and Condition the thinking of.* members of the teacher bdrgaining Unit:
.'

ti

I
.

'When the union proposals, are ',finally received, good planning' requires that

they be scrutinized and analyzed thoroughly before the next .bargaini.ng session.

It is

helpful to rememtmr that the position taken On any of these demands may have to be
defended befote. a 'f act-finding Panel searching for inconsistencies ,and weaknesses in

the positibnof either party. Yardsticks ^to measure the union demands
)
All dem
s should be:thoroughly 11 costed.outM.
if
Cost.
information elope is
union Position.

o

\e

Often cost

ugh to demonstrate the unreasonabltnesa 'of a

.

2. ',Value, to the educational process.
z.
P,
,

Administrative feasibility;

3.

0

,
.

4.

1

"

'
,

-

,,,

J

,

Conflict with board policies, rulesapd regulations.
A,''
'

.

_IA,

,

t_

a
'
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Legality.

.

Within the scope of nego,tiations (mandatory and nonman
e/ grievance procedure

Should the demand be handled through

instead of in contract negotiations?

Some-timpa inquiring may reveal

* there has been nci situation_ orincident 'to justify the demand.
zz

Management Proposals

to teachers'. should also lie the 'product of cafeftll
r`4

If they are' trivial, they, may be

They shot&ld be based on, sound reasons.

11,
-

`ki

,

accepted.by the ,union, and, the union will. then expect something in. return for a
7

concession the management did not really want.
Probing
.

After proposals have been submitted by both sides; the parties now enter
.

,.

.

.

Each,side is ptobing *to find out the ultimate position of th.e,,".;
; :
.
Management may be aiming to' settle for X, but the union may not spcceed in.

the probing period.
other.

/

o

ascertaining thi and-4a be induced to, ettle, for'X minus. Op the other
--%

hand.

4;;44

the'

T

union; may be willing to settle for X but convince. the management it aiustIrahteX flus

e ake
If both parties _are bargaining in good faith,. the positions'twn/Ach:_thr
.

.,-

,,

...

stressed that
i n probing objectives will be accotapardted
-by (reasons.'. I t s hould'be
.
,
.
fe: li'
'
r
,
It .04ire# mean', however,
bargaining in good f4ith does. not reiuire,making concessions.
...
,, ,. 4..
. .
.
making sincere efforts tO find common ground for igreeitent. This involves giying

',
.

,

.

' .

' ,: .:

.

reasons for positions taken, which is usudlly, no problem.
.

,,

,

t

,,:,

Each side tis "willing

liAten.

ty

..-

The

to talk at lerig l,r.but very often thb ,difficulty is
listener may

be osly,:,halfrlis

,

tening because htatirshe

,

is ,reoccupied with preparing the next reply. ,Thus 'Oosalb le 'elpes. to
,

may be'SLissed.

beara,,cultivation id t ollsttive bargaining:4S,

The,art ofli striein

ti

"'well as

a cOatiOtilitie

e

ri

.

0

.

,

,,"

in other social '14 ilt iohspips .... .._.. ,

In probing the positions c&the,teachers''Vargaininurepresentativesf some
a

.

ti

basic tecliniques

to

;

.

'0

codsider -are:

12:

.

.0

°
o

.

.
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Often what to said is not as *

1. Be sensitive to sigrls.'and signals.

.

IA&

important as flow it is said.

The absence of a key wort may be
''

significant.

For example, the union may stop demanding binding arbitration

and begin to

refer simply'fto arbitration-:- perhaps indicating a.

willingness to settle for advisory arbitration.
bargaining

2.P Observe the demeanor of allmeMbers of t e teachers'
committee.

The chief negotiator may be sp Aking e

quqdtly on a
committee may

t of h

-'particular issue,_ but at the same time the r

appear completely bored or unintertsta.
.

Determine, br,the above and other methods, the order'ofTriority

3.

in the union demands, and proceed-to test this'by attemAking

:eliminate the less important ±tes.
If it is not clear whither a demand has been dropped, do not attempt .

4.

""'

The union

to ascertain its status by asking` if itr4as been'dropped.
A

-

committee may have politicalreasons for'noebeing able to drop the'.

demand openly.
.

An indirect inquiry may be more tftful, such as
,..

,

,
,

..

.

puggesting'that all dpen,items be listed by way of summary --the*,
\s,
1

.

omit the, particular_demand in questiov in'yoUr listing.
.

The probing phasss willbegin to move gradually into the lasl phase of the
4

,

1

tegotiatinglprocess--that`of

ersu

i h.

Persuasion
0

.It is- relatively simple to apspr a proposal
away more than one should with a flat yes.

iv

th a flat no, or to gii,e

.

c,

of ,the

ability

negotiator is the
.

T

0

to wOrk'out and persuade acceptancefof reasonable compromises.
.

...-

What does-this reprdiret

-suit

'.--

.

..

be stressed.

Again the Seed for thorough an

The management team must

13

lave- an

intiMate

advanced planning

undtanding4i'the
eIs
0

fi
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.

)

'issues involved in ord rYto perceive the heart of the problem.

Some techtiques'

L

and cautions which

oe ponsidered include:
IN

Infis

Successful persuasion'is facilitated -by package offers.

1.

way,when a concession is made, attached to it is the conditifin that
This is helpful in guiding

other related demands be dropped or modified.

the other side, so; that-it is less likely, to drop demands tiller& there

is rpom fol compromtle while retaining demands where there is no such room.
Y.

In addition, one can more easily avoid the situation in which, after-all.

concessions have beep.made, there ate a

are dumber of-

sues still:
4

unresolved.
op.

.

e

If an impasse is reached on a.given issue, it is acNisable to

2.

Later,

prdeeed to some other issue rather,than to belabor the point,
may be more apptopriate for reaching agreement.

the

V

3.' Reduce tentative agreements to,writinepromptly, but check with
.

1.

.

Agreements "in principle" may turn ,out

your attorney before sigiing.
not to be agreements at all.

As a cor011ary'it should be clear that
r,

.

.

'

.

.f.-

.

: agreements'are tentative, subject tp final agreement on the entire
package.

k.

..,

L....

Sometimes it may appear almost 'impossible

Think affirmatively.

4.

.

'.

,

1

c

.

to gain-acceptance of a position one is trying to advhnce.

In collective

bargaining, however, ene can never tell what the other side may accept
t

,

eventually, lf it .is presented with,persiltende'
.
.

.

..

and conviction.
.,.

Under' no

.-

piicumstances should one";pass.the buck" by blaming a superior for a'
ositiom One has to take.

Such a posture simply results in loss of

ct hy.the.other side.

14
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Try to avoid ending a negotiating session with either all

negative answerg ^r all affirmative answers. A good mix of botf-t
contributes to prcigress toward settlement.
6.. Remain .calm. ,+Emotionall.sm, ( as distinguished from its

simulation ) has no place in negotiations.
7.

Do not play the "'numbers, game" by feeling obliged to make substantial

concessions simply because, the union drops a substantial number of
demands.

Glandes are the. union had too many demands in the first place.

The final phase of they persuasion stage will find both partied in a
-;

settlement, mood, each reasaitably satipfied that all possibilities have been explored.

Preferably the final'prop

s will come frb-m the

mgtagement must make

may try to get something more.

the final prcfposal,.--the un
.

.
d that it "left notlion the
table .

e should be sat

authority', the union commi
,..

If this ,is done with
..-

"4--,
trend toward membership
meetings rejecting recommendations.

There is a ctirr

.

For this reason all toetabt

.

.

of the -committee should be required to sign A-memorandum
-

t

of agreement before nego

ions are terminated. This Will help to assure thay will'

all do their best to s i'

mbe rship

prepare a detailed

I

acceptance.

r

'

In-addition, it may be helpful to

;of the settlement to be distributed at thb teachers'
.

association mee4ing..
pt

t

is

,
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THt-PROCESS OF NEGOTIATIONS

A The First Meeting

At the first negotiation meeting, ground rules must be established for
If the'district has no rules, or if the ones it' has are

the bargaining sessions.

unmanageable, sample guidelines which have proven effective are available and can,
be adapted to fit each local situation.
i

The ground rules should set a regular time for the bargaining sessions.

GeneraIiy,negotiations should be condudtgd during regular school hriu4.

Let,:the

union pay for their negotiators' time, which will help expedite setfigmiat,
shoUld also IA a time limit for these meetings.
be "flexible in this area.

There

However, the team members should

If a long, period is requirdd

because it appears the

parties are mooring closer, they should stick it out to resolution.
Don't. get _held up on wbert the teams 'ire going to 'meet.

.
.

Justrzas'the

.

relationshipof mannement and their employees varies from district to district,
.

so

;

does ,the import. ce ofihelocation of the
Set tr

bargaining sessions.

tentative schedule of meeting times and places, but again be

flexible if cancellations become necessary.

By establishing a tentative schedule,

the negotiators can arrange their schedules with their other duties and can devel4
.

a reporting system with the adminiStra4bn, the commvnity and the board.
A
.

1.

Members of the negOtiating team should'make an effort to always be on time.

This shows sincerity om their part to bargain in.good faith.

As the board's team,

they represent the district and should act aCcveingly.

Introductions are in order at the first meetinaso.that the members of
-A;

both teams cart

to know one another on a firtt-namebasis.

The boakd'a team

Should identify-their chief spokesman and state that. they have been given the
,authority to negotiate for' the board of directors of the district.

16
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t'
77.

'1

*
e
*
The board's team should state their understanding of who the other team s

,-

organizatOn represents and should recognize their organization as the exclusive
bargaining agent for those employees.
into tentative agreements.

Both teams must have the authority to enter?

If the teachers' negotiators dust run back to a representative

ne -tions

assembly or an executive board, before tentatively agreeing to anyth
will be a waste cf time.

The parties should also have an understanding about the size of

he

bargaining teams, number, of observers.ana-releasing information to the press and
public.

9r11,04kailip

with a joint vess ,release agreement

Each party

should4limit its members at the bargaining table to from three to five:

Any more

than this becomes overwhelming and At times uncontrollable.

Also, the number of observers should be limited 5o that negotiations
aren't being'held in a "fish bowl".

If an issue requirps a person with expertise

to attend the peeting, this should be allowed.

Or if training and amore comprehensive

understonding of the process is needed 'by either side, allow those observers to attend.

Basically, try to work together in a confidential relationship.

Afit

A CHECKLIST FOR ANALYZING TEACHER ORGANIZATION PROPOSALS

---Is.it educationally sound and supported by conclusive research?

--Is it needed?
---Is it negotiable (mandatOry or nonmandatory)?
-Does it subject private interests to the larger public interest?
it avoid the potential for confliCts of interest?
- -Does it involve someone_elsp's job description?
-- -How would it affect other employees?
---Does it 'violate management rights?

- -Can it be administered fairly and efficiently?

J. 7
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The Process of Nego- tiations

a

1

--Does it comply with existing law in-letter and in spirit?

--Does it comply with board policy and practice?
---What prqmedents would it establish?

---What would it cost?
Does the teacher organization offer a.tia;;;;Teimprovement in
Cervices to pupils commensurate with this benefit asked?
an its positive and negative effects be measured?
---Is it to the individual employee's benefit 'rather than to the
organization's.benefit?
-- -Does it encourage experimentation and innovation?

- -Does it acquire any cumulative, multiple, or new effects when
considered with other proposals?
- -Are its intents clearly stated?
definitions .perfectly clear?

- -If it passes the above tests, could it be written better- in more
precise language?

c.
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